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On March 17, 1776, as the British evacuated Boston 
Harbour in the midst of the American Revolution, 
and Catholics around the world celebrated the Feast 

of Saint Patrick, the Suprema of the Spanish Inquisition in Madrid was busy 
issuing an edict of expurgation. It had come to the inquisitors’ attention 
that a little prayer book, published in Mexico a decade earlier, contained 
two questionable sentences. In one of these, the archangel Saint Michael 
was inappropriately stated to hold power “juzga las ánimas, las dá sentencia 
y decreta penas.” In the other, the same archangel was erroneously given a 
papal title: summo pontifice. Both sentences were to be effaced from any 
existing copies of the book, which had been authored by a respected 
Franciscan preacher named Joaquín de San Miguel Zapata under the title 
Novenario del Gloriosísimo Archi-Serafín San Miguel, and printed at both Mexico 
City and Puebla de los Angeles in 1764 (Indice 194).  

Apparently those corrections did not harm the popularity of Zapata’s 
humble text, which went on to be republished multiple times, including a 
slightly expanded 24-page version that was printed in 1848 by the Puerto 
Rican firm of D. I. Guasp at the request of “varios cofrades”.1 The 
expurgated words do not appear in this new 1848 version, though its 
emphasis on the “singular poder casi infinito de nuestro Soberano 
Príncipe,” the archangel Michael, remains evident (13; Dia 4, Consideracion). 
Forty days of indulgences were granted by the bishop of Lérida for those 
who used this pious work in their devotions, according to a short note on 
the reverse of its title page, and there is no acknowledgement in this edition 
of the text’s ever having been expurgated or reviewed by the Inquisition.   

Yet this seemingly very minor 1776 edict was repeated in the Spanish 
Inquisition’s 1790 Index of Prohibited Books, and so the Zapata Novenario 
remained at least theoretically of serious concern to Church authorities. 

 
1 The full title of this 1848 reprint is as follows, and provides further biographical 
information about the original autor: Novenario que en alábanzas del Gloriosísimo 
Archiserafin Señor San Miguel, compuso su devoto el Padre Fr. Joaquin de San Miguel Zapata, 
del órden de N. S. P. San Francisco, de la regular observancia, Predicador jeneral y Presidente del 
Hospicio intramuros de su órden, de la villa y puerto de San Francisco de Campeche…. 
Editions dating to 1822 and 1830 were also re-printed in Guadalajara and Havana, 
Cuba (respectively), but I have been unable to consult either of these. 
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Why was such an apparently orthodox and pious composition subjected to 
inquisitorial correction in the first place, and what might its complex 
publication history tell us about popular religion in colonial Mexico?  

The individual case of Fray Joaquín’s little novena remains obscure and 
difficult to reconstruct in its fine details. Further examination of records 
from his Order, parish, or diocesan authorities, as well as the files of the 
Mexican Inquisition itself, might someday shed further light on the 
Franciscan’s career to explain why he was singled out for such unusually 
close attention.2 However, it is important to recognize that he was not 
entirely alone. While the vast majority of the countless works of popular 
religion —novenas, catechisms, household items bearing religious phrases 
or images, guides to achieving a “good death,” Biblical texts, and individual 
or collected copies of prayers and sermons— were allowed in practice to 
circulate with little or no comment from the authorities, both in the 
colonies and in Spain itself, the Indexes of Prohibited Books made it clear 
that these were all at least theoretically considered to be dangerous and 
subject to examination. And in a number of cases they were indeed 
confiscated, examined, and condemned as either forbidden, or subject to 
strict correction. 

In the process, inquisitors inadvertently left precious (if still 
fragmentary and unclear) traces of minor, ephemeral, popular religious 
productions, and of their attitudes toward these, that might otherwise have 
been forgotten altogether. In their often scatter-shot and inconsistent 
efforts to police popular piety, the religious bureaucracy of inquisitorial 
censorship was not only concerned with works that were clearly heretical, 
politically incendiary, or representative of Enlightenment thought. They 
also targeted writings and images that were created and used in good faith 
by pious orthodox Catholics. In some cases this was because of real 
concern that Protestant or other influences might inadvertently have 
slipped into Catholic hands; in others, as with the novenario of San Miguel, 
the issue was apparently one of relatively innocent mistakes or 
disagreements over word choice. Either way, a survey of minor pious works 
censored by the Spanish Inquisition in the Bourbon period provides yet 
another angle from which to examine popular religiosity both in the 
Spanish empire as a whole, and in colonial Mexico in particular.  

 
2 The preliminary 1773 evaluation and censura of this novenario, conducted in 
Mexico by Fr. Gerónimo Camps, is preserved in Archivo General de la Nación 
[hereafter AGN], Mexico, Ramo de Inquisición, vol. 1126, exp. 47, fols. 329-330. 
Unfortunately I have been unable to re-examine any AGN documents in person 
for this essay, due to closures and travel restrictions associated with the 2020-21 
global coronavirus pandemic. All references to such documents are based on notes 
taken during previous research visits to the Archivo. 
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My goal in this essay is therefore to briefly examine how and why 
certain religious texts —above all a series of more-or-less innocuous 
novenas like that of Fray Joaquín— came to be subjected to extraordinary 
levels of inquisitorial surveillance and censorship among Spanish and 
Mexican inquisitors, especially toward the end of the eighteenth century. 
While in some ways not a very dramatic or exciting story, the inquisitors’ 
equivocal treatment of these otherwise unremarkable and mostly-forgotten 
minor texts is evidence nevertheless of a subtle growth in hostile elite 
attitudes toward certain works of popular piety in the troubled final years of 
Spanish rule in Mexico. At the same time, it also illustrates the enduring 
power and appeal of these same works, which continued to survive and 
indeed thrive as a genre despite several decades of at least half-hearted 
official suspicion and interference.   

The Spanish Inquisition’s censorship of major works of the 
Enlightenment in the eighteenth century, like that of its prohibitions against 
heretical, Jewish, Islamic, and some Indigenous American writings in earlier 
periods, is well known (see Defourneaux, Greenleaf, and Terán/Galán). 
Even after papal censors in the Roman Congregation of the Index began to 
soften their approach to some such texts, following the pontificates of 
reformers such as Clement XI (r. 1700-21) and especially Benedict XIV (r. 
1740-58), edicts continued to flow from Madrid banning famous ilustrados 
like Rousseau, Diderot, Voltaire, and Gibbon.3 These edicts were duly 
received in the American colonies and posted on church doors or walls for 
the edification of the faithful. In Mexico itself, local inquisitors also 
contributed to the practice by examining locally-produced treatises and 
recommending them for either publication, correction, or suppression.  

Censorship edicts were periodically collected into large volumes or 
Indexes, to be consulted by local religious authorities in fulfillment of their 
duty to maintain orthodoxy of religious practice. Three such Indexes were 
printed and distributed widely throughout the Spanish territories in the 
eighteenth century: in 1707, 1747, and 1790.4 Organized more or less 
alphabetically for ease of consultation (with further streamlining in the 1790 
edition), these guides allowed interested clergy (as well as printers and 
booksellers) to quickly check whether a given author or title might be liable 
for proscription. Yet the Indexes also contain references to several 
extremely vague categories of suspect materials, many of them obscure 
and/or anonymous, which might well escape the attention of contemporary 

 
3 On the Roman Indexes of this period, and associated papal reforms, see Bujanda, 
Index and Messbarger et al. (on Benedict XIV). 
 
4 A detailed examination of these Indexes (all of which can now be consulted via 
GoogleBooks) is in Bujanda, Índice. Further on the 1790 Index specifically, see 
Perona Tomás. 
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authorities and modern scholars alike if not deliberately highlighted for 
attention. And while it may be impossible to calculate relative numbers and 
degrees in terms of audience reception, it is likely that the latter category of 
humble works tended to circulate much more widely among the laity (and 
above all members of the lower classes) than did any editions of texts by 
Parisian or Scottish philosophes.  

In several cases, entries in the Indexes were so vague that they could —
in theory at least— permit the seizure and examination of entire categories 
of printed materials or inscribed objects. In the 1790 Index, for example, 
there is a warning not only against nearly four dozen specific examples of 
problematic printed oraciones (some identified only by incipit); readers are also 
advised to avoid “Oraciones varias, supersticiosas y ordenadas á intentos y 
fines errados, perniciosos y prohibidos, y de hechizos” (Indice 199-200). The 
same is true of entries for “preces,” “prières,” and “sermones;” naturally 
texts dealing with magical charms (“Sortijas, Anillos, Nominas, Cédulas en 
que esten esculpidas, impr. ó escritas, letras mezcladas con cruces…”) and 
necromancy (“Necromantiae opera et scripta omnia”) are also flagged (190). 
There is even a blanket condemnation of any “Obras de graças y 
zumberrias” —humorous works, presumably in particular those which 
touched on religious subjects (196). Similarly vague are several references to 
“papeles” of various sorts —specifically those on sensitive topics such as 
the beatification of former Mexican viceroy Juan de Palafox, or other 
political matters, but also extending to any “Papeles impr. ó ms. Estampas, 
Inscripciones, &c. con abuso de pasages de la Sag. Escritura, con 
representaciones estrañas, con alusiones malignas en descredito de las 
providenc. tomadas con los Jesuitas expulsos.” (205). Various “Cartas” (also 
given in the French, “Lettres”) and even “Copias de cartas” too might elicit 
censorship, as happened with the prohibition of one truly baffling piece of 
correspondence: an anonymous letter between two officials, concerning an 
unspecified political attack that had taken place at an undefined time, 
somewhere “near Mexico [City].” First appearing on the Index of 1747 (2: 
277), this rather unhelpful condemnation was nevertheless duly copied once 
more for inclusion in the 1790 Index (64) —more than four decades later, 
when the original importance of the document in question had surely long 
been forgotten.5   

Other categories of concern were, not surprisingly, any versions of 
Biblical Scripture that had not been approved for public use by the 
appropriate Catholic religious authorities. Psalters, as well as New 
Testaments and whole Bibles, were all entered as suspect books in the 

 
5 The tantalizingly vague entry reads as follows: “Copia de Carta, que un Ministro 
grande de esta Corte escribió a otro, desde fuera, sobre la violencia que se supone 
padecer cerca de México la persona que dice. Y acaba: Le conserva Dios para altos 
fines.” 
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various editions of the Index (and special attention was paid to the potential 
harm that might be caused by a Biblia traducida en lengua Mexicana, intended 
for the use of Indigenous readers and/or missionaries to Indigenous 
communities) (Indice 29). Books of praeparatio mortis or artes de buen morir, 
advice on how to prepare for death, also sometimes appear in the Indexes.6  

Religious images were another major preoccupation, as were religious 
writings that might appear on everyday household items. Though these 
could be (and presumably often were) intended as orthodox expressions of 
piety, officials feared that they could also be used to mock or misrepresent 
the True Faith, or that their use in profane settings might inappropriately 
lead to scandal and abuse (including superstition and magic). Thus, for 
example, knives bearing religious images were banned.7 So were a certain 
variety of playing (or Tarot) cards.8 In August 1775, a shipment of English 
(and therefore inherently suspect for having potentially “Protestant” 
origins) handkerchiefs, printed with pious phrases extoling the value of hard 
work, were also seized at the port of Vera Cruz; these were subsequently 
translated and examined at some length before finally being condemned 
and burned three months later due to their “indecent” mingling of sacred 
and profane words and images.9 To prevent these sorts of objects from 
falling through the cracks of inquisitorial attention, the Indexes also 
included warnings against a wide variety of broadly related categories such 
as “Estampas,” “Imagenes,” “Insignias sagradas,” and “Pinturas,” as well as 
jewellery, charms, or amulets (alhajas) (Indice 95-96, 140, and 212, 
respectively). 

 Taken together, all these various types of worrying cultural 
productions actually comprise a fascinating and fairly comprehensive view 
of the sorts of texts and artifacts used by pious Catholics in all the regions 
of Spain and its colonies. Mexican clergy, like their peninsular counterparts, 
would have been aware of these materials and —if they did in fact have 
access to, and bothered to consult the weighty Indexes— they understood 
that they were potentially liable to denunciation. However, it seems clear 
that for the most part popular use of religious words and images was 
tolerated and/or ignored. In some ways, it is the absence of many 

 
6 Indice 217 includes a ban that simply reads “Praeparatio mortis. Anonym.” The same 
index (236) is more clear in repeating a long-standing prohibition against Antonio 
Roxas’ 1630 Luz de la noche obscura, y Preparacion Euchâristica para bien morir.  
 
7 Indice 189: “Navajas y Cuchillos, que en los cabos tengan grav. las Imagenes de N. S. 
J. Cho. ó Insignias de su Pasion, ó las Imag. de N. Sra. ó de otros Stos. &c.” 
 
8 Indice 273: “Varaja de Naypes con una virtud en cada naype, y un coplilla de 3 versos.” 
 
9 The case is documented in AGN, Ramo de Inquisición, vol. 1170, exp. 25. 
Summary and English translation in Chuchiak 325-333 (document 54).  
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controversial Mexican writings, such as devotional materials related to the 
cult of the Virgen of Guadalupe, or to other local and Indigenous 
expressions of sometimes dubious orthodoxy (including what Matthew 
O’Hara has called the “roundabout orthodoxy” [236] of common laymen 
and women who sought to imitate and appropriate the rituals and trappings 
of clerical rituals), which seems most interesting. Compiling a full list of all 
the potentially heterodox writings that received little or no mention in the 
official Spanish Indexes would be a truly fascinating, if also probably 
exhausting and perhaps impossible, task.  

What does eventually seem to have particularly bothered some 
inquisitors, however, was a small number of seemingly pious devotional 
works that were presumably intended for use by the laity: prayerbooks such 
as Joaquín de San Miguel Zapata’s brief novenario, mentioned at the 
beginning of this essay. In the Spanish Index of 1790 at least fifteen of 
these sorts of humble works are mentioned by title (mostly filed under “N” 
for novena or novenario), and their entries often include further details such as 
authors’ and publishers’ names, as well as places and dates of publication; in 
a few cases incipits and explicits are also included, along with other identifying 
information (see APPENDIX). Given the paucity of detail included for so 
many of the Indexes’ other categories of censored works, this degree of 
care and attention seems remarkable. The novenas that ended up on the 
Index of course comprise only a tiny portion of the hundreds of examples 
of this genre that were published before, during, and after the eighteenth 
century; evidently they were not being rigorously censored on any large 
scale, or as an undifferentiated group, in the sorts of vague terms previously 
discussed. But by the later eighteenth century at least, specific novena titles 
were meticulously identified, and highlighted for special inquisitorial 
attention, on a case-by-case basis.10  

It is difficult, without further broad research into book collections and 
testamentary records, to be certain which of these proscribed novenas 
actually circulated in Mexico or the other American colonies. The Spanish 
Index was, after all, intended for universal usage throughout the empire. 
However, it seems likely that if a given literary genre was widespread in the 
Peninsula, and that it was raising concerns, a similar situation was likely in 
colonial settings as well (especially in well-connected centers such as the 
Mexican capital). Certainly novenas do seem to have been as popular in 

 
10 It should be pointed out that novenas do NOT appear in the 1707 Spanish 
Index, and that only two are mentioned in the 1747 Index (these are also repeated 
in the 1790 Index). A small handful of novenas (four in all) can be found in the 
Roman or Papal Index by 1758, but there is no indication that they generated the 
same sort of sustained concern in Rome as they did in Spain and Mexico—nor that 
there was any increase of attention to such works in later Roman Indexes such as 
that of 1786.   
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Mexico as elsewhere in the Bourbon territories. And in at least two cases, 
the Index’s publication data indicate that the works in question actually 
originated in Mexico itself. One of these was Fray Joaquín’s 1764 novenario 
dedicated to San Miguel, which as previously noted was published in both 
Mexico City and Puebla. The other, written by one “Doctor Don Francisco 
José de la Vega,” deserves further attention. Let us examine this seemingly 
innocuous text, in hopes of better understanding just why the Inquisition 
decided to flag it for expurgation, and of determining what that may tell us 
about the state of popular piety in Bourbon Mexico at the time.   

Don Francisco’s book was entitled Novena al Glorioso Anacoreta Rey y 
Sacerdote San Onofre. According to the 1790 Index it was reprinted in Mexico 
in the year 1765 —just a few months after the publication of Zapata’s 
Novena to San Miguel. I have not been able to locate this 1765 edition (or 
any earlier ones) in library holdings, though a 1755 version was eventually 
deposited in the archive of the Mexican Inquisition along with the 
inquisitors’ consultation copy of the 1765 reprint.11 Like the Zapata text, 
this reprint had evidently taken quite some time to arouse suspicion since it 
was only denounced to the Mexican inquisitors several years later (and 
several decades after the novena’s original composition), in 1775. After that 
things moved fairly rapidly, despite the inevitable delays of trans-Atlantic 
communication. By 1776 two copies of the work had been seized, 
apparently from the printing shop of José de Jáuregui, and subjected to 
censorial evaluation.12 The verdict next had to be sent to Madrid for 
confirmation, which finally resulted in the expurgatory edict of June 20, 
1779 —four years after the initial denunciation, and a full fourteen after the 
publication of that suspicious 1765 reprint.  

So far, so good —this was not a terribly unusual example of 
inquisitorial censorship. On closer examination, however, it is the nature of 
the actual expurgation itself that is particularly striking in this case. Whereas 
the censorship of Zapata’s novenario was trivial enough, revealing as it did 
problems with only two very short suspect passages, de la Vega’s novena 
was apparently placed on the Index because of a single word. According to 
the inquisitors, in its prayer for the sixth day, on line two of the 1765 
edition, the word “no” should be corrected to read “es.” Now, as anyone 

 
11 The 1755 edition is listed in AGN Ramo de Inquisición, vol. 1039, exp. 31, fols. 
390-411. For the 1765 consultation copy, which was printed by “Da. María de 
Rivera en la Calle de S. Bernardo,” see AGN Ramo de Inquisición, vol. 1103, exp. 
5, fols. 63-80. 
 
12 The denunciation is now in AGN Ramo de Inquisición vol. 1103, exp. 5, fols. 
63-95. Records of the order for Jáuregui to surrender copies of the book, and of 
the inquisitors’ eventual receipt of two examination texts, are in AGN Ramo de 
Inquisición vol. 1333, exp. SN, fol. SN 357 and AGN Ramo de Inquisición vol. 
1114, exp. SN, fol. SN 84 respectively. 
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familiar with early modern printing can attest, typographical errors of this 
sort were quite abundant, especially in cheap books intended for a popular 
readership, since they were often produced rapidly and with little if any 
editorial oversight. It therefore seems inexplicable that inquisitors would 
have gone to all the trouble of not only combing through copies of this 
relatively ephemeral and unimportant text in order to find a single word in a 
single sentence, but then also of announcing their meagre findings in a 
formal edict, destined to be repeated in all future editions of the Index. 
Surely there must be more to this story.  

Of course there is always “more” to every story, but so far I have not 
been able to find any smoking guns to explain exactly why this particular 
expurgatory order was ever issued, or indeed why a denunciation was even 
made in the first place. The author was a highly respected Mexican cleric 
who had already published several pious works earlier in the eighteenth 
century. According to José Toribio Medina’s Imprenta en Mexico, these 
included a Manual de exercicios y meditaciones para los desagravios de Christo senor 
Nuestro, printed in Mexico by Francisco de Rivera Calderón in 1710 and 
intended for use by both “Señoras Religiosas” and “otras personas 
Seculares,” as stated on its title page. Further editions of the same text 
appeared in 1720 and 1726 (4: 55, 176-177). A shorter, anonymous 26-folio 
composition, widely attributed to de la Vega, was entitled Septenario devoto 
provechoso exercicio para hazer un a Buena confessión a imitación de Santa Maria 
Magdalena, abogada de pecadores (also printed by de Rivera Calderón in 1710); a 
Cancion en alabanza de S. Felipe Neri was also published under his name in 
1720 (4: 55). Finally, a volume entitled Espiritual exercicio con que pueden las 
señoras religiosas renovar sus votos y emplearse todos en el culto y alabança de Dios y 
provecho de su alma followed in 1729 with the same publisher, while yet 
another reprint was entrusted to the Mexican Imprenta Nueva de la Calle 
de San Bernardo in 1785.13 Francisco José de la Vega was clearly a prolific 
and well-known figure in the early eighteenth century Mexican Church, and 
there is no indication that he was ever accused of heterodox beliefs or 
practices. On the contrary, he served as a lawyer in the Real Audiencia and 
as chaplain to the prestigious Mexico City convent of Regina Coeli; he also 
seems to have been associated with the Jesuits of San Felipe Neri.14 
Furthermore, there is no indication that either his novena or any other of 

 
13 Toribio Medina 3: 430-431; 4: 280; 6: 441. Copies of both the 1729 and 1785 
editions are held by the Biblioteca Nacional de Chile, the first consisting of 38 
pages while the second was expanded to 56.  
 
14 According to the title page of the Septenario devoto, which describes its author as 
“un sacerdote de la cassa y Congregacio del Glorioso Patriarcha San Felipe Neri de 
esta ciudad.” 
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his compositions was ever questioned before the edict of 1779 —which 
presumably was issued long after his death.  

De la Vega’s novena to San Onofre may well have circulated during his 
lifetime in the early 1700s, but both in manuscript and print its publication 
history has left few traces. Its Mexico City imprints were completely 
unknown to Toribio Medina, despite his thorough documentation of other 
works by the same author. Nicolás León, however, does list three editions 
in his 1905 Bibliografía Mexicana (2: 1324), all produced in a handy 
sextodecimo format (and so pocket-sized, at just under 10 cm in height): 
one reprinted at Mexico in 1746, by Francisco Xavier Sanchez (18 folios); 
another at Puebla in 1774, by “los Herederos de la Viuda de Miguel de 
Ortega” (31 folios); and finally one from 1795, again printed in Mexico on 
15 folios by “los Herederos del Lic. D. Joseph de Jauregui.” It has not yet 
proved possible to locate any extant copies for most of these editions, or 
for the proscribed 1765 edition, outside the inquisitorial archives 
themselves —presumably because they were removed from bookstores and 
library collections on orders of the Inquisition. The one exception is the 
1774 Puebla edition, which was known to Toribio Medina as well as León 
(Toribio Medina, Imprenta en la Puebla 461-462). A copy of this text is now 
held in the Keil collection at the University of Pennsylvania’s Kislak Center 
for Special Collections.15 But its evidence only further complicates analysis 
of this increasingly strange episode in inquisitorial history.  

From the evidence of the 1774 edition, it would appear that the 
typographical error of 1765 (if it was indeed such) had in fact already been 
rectified —before the denunciation, and long before the edict of 1779 
actually recommended that this correction should be performed. In the 
unpaginated Oracion for Day 6 of the novena, the first sentence (which is 
the only one in the brief, three-sentence prayer to contain the word “es”) 
reads as follows in the 1774 version: “Todopoderoso Señor, cuya 
providencia es acertada siempre; con debido rendimiento te suplicamos que 
apartes de nosotros todas las cosas que nos dañan.” The word “no” appears 
nowhere in this prayer; so if the text has indeed been corrected along the 
lines later suggested by the Inquisition then the original “flawed” reading 
must have been simply this: “cuya providencia no [es] acertada siempre.” It 
is difficult to see how this could possibly have been conceived as a 
deliberate attack on the providence of the All-powerful Lord God, sneakily 
embedded in the midst of an otherwise orthodox prayer-book, to trip up 

 
15 In this edition, the author’s full name is given as “Dr. D. Francisco Josef de la 
Vega, y Mendoza, Presbytero, Abogado de la Real Audiencia” and the orthography 
of the title varies slightly from that given in the Index: Novena a el Glorioso Anacoreta, 
Rey, y Sacerdote, San Onofre. Para conseguir cada uno en su estado el aprovechamiento. I am 
indebted to the collection’s Curator, John Pollack, for kindly providing me with 
copies of the relevant pages from this rare volume.  
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and undermine the devotions of the unwary faithful. Was it instead merely a 
trivial printer’s oversight, rectified as soon as it was pointed out? That 
seems much more likely. Nevertheless, once the wheels of inquisitorial 
bureaucracy had been put in motion, they were difficult to stop.  

It remains unlikely, I think, that either Zapata’s or de la Vega’s novenas 
were solely targeted because of the suspect nature of their (respected) 
authors, or their (almost entirely orthodox) contents. The Index evidence, 
combined with traces of other cases left in the Mexican Inquisition 
archives, instead suggests that there was something of a minor wave of 
investigations of novenas in the later decades of the century, in particular 
during the tenure of Grand Inquisitors Manuel Quintano y Bonifaz (r. 
1755-74), Felipe Beltrán Serrano (r. 1774-83), and Augustín Rubín de 
Ceballos (r. 1784-93), which also coincided with a period of particular stress 
and unease among their Mexican counterparts.16 Pious literature associated 
with the expelled Jesuits and partially dispossessed Franciscans may have 
been seen as a potential avenue for resistance to the secularizing reforms of 
Carlos III (Brading, “Tridentine”). Such a crackdown on devotional 
literature fits well with some of what is known about the concerns of many 
inquisitors in this period, as outside criticism of their work continued to 
grow, and as bitter internal conflicts raised concerns about any religious 
messaging that was likely to sow further divisions among the populace. In 
the end, if this sort of a crackdown did occur, it does not seem to have 
netted very much of a catch; however the very fact that inquisitorial officials 
took so much time and effort to examine such minor works, and to censor 
them even over matters as trivial as a stray word, indicates just how 
seriously popular religiosity was taken in the final decades of the Bourbon 
monarchy. 

Though there are sporadic examples of novenas being censored 
previously, and of novenas which were denounced but never formally 
placed on the Index, inquisitorial attention to novena literature does seems 
to have been for the most part concentrated in the second half of the 
eighteenth century.17 In fact, fully twelve of the fifteen novenas listed in this 

 
16 Henry Charles Lea already long ago eloquently observed that “The increasing 
discredit into which the tribunal [of the Mexican Inquisition] had fallen and the 
widely spread rumors… of its approaching suppression, seem to have stimulated it 
to a recrudescence of activity in an effort to assert its continued existence” (272). 
More recently on this subject, see Brading, Church 150-170. 
 
17 In addition to the pair of novenas listed in the 1747 Spanish Index (2: 882), it 
seems that novenas associated with the “monja de Carrión,” Sor Luisa de la 
Ascención, were already being confiscated in Mexico by 1633 (during her lifetime, 
while she was under investigation in Spain). See AGN Ramo de Inquisición vol. 
377, exp. 8, fol. 7. Mexican Inquisition records also show that individual novenas 
were examined in 1709, 1713, 1747, 1751, and 1758, including one that was 
translated into Tagalog for a Filipino readership. None of these novenas were 
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Index were censored by edicts issued in the 1770s or later. Thus while 
novenas may not have been the inquisitors’ most pressing concern, they 
were clearly on someone’s agenda. It is perhaps worthy of note, too, that 
the edicts of 28 March 1773, and of 21 January 1787, each condemned two 
novenas at the same time. This is also true for the 20 June 1779 edict which 
ordered expurgation of de la Vega’s work: that same document also 
condemned a Novena y Corona del Corazón de Jesus, printed in Barcelona, along 
with several other anonymous texts on the Sacred Heart of Jesus (Indice 60 
and 194). These cases clearly represent only a tiny fraction of all the novena 
literature that was available in this period. Still, the fact that they seem to 
have been scrutinized, and in some cases banned or condemned to 
expurgation, at a noticeably higher rater than ever before does seem worthy 
of attention. 

The apparently insignificant nature of so many expurgations, too, must 
be underlined. Of the twelve novenas censored by inquisitorial edicts in the 
second half of the eighteenth century, including our two Mexican 
exemplars, a majority (seven) required only minor expurgations of one or at 
most two passages. It seems that every excuse was being used, in at least 
some of these cases, to either justify overzealous confiscations, or to make a 
point about how carefully novenas needed to be surveilled, or both. 

The fact that a deliberate (if still relatively minor) campaign of 
investigation targeting novena literature was initiated in the 1770s, in 
Mexico as well as elsewhere in the Spanish empire, is confirmed by 
documentation in the Mexican Inquisition archive. In 1771, a memo 
concerning the worrying spread of “libros y novenas” was circulated by 
inquisitorial nuncio Antonio Isidro de Pando.18 This may have set the stage 
for the 1773 denunciation of Joaquín de San Miguel Zapata’s Novenario del 
Gloriosísimo Archi-Serafín San Miguel, mentioned above. The following year, in 
1774, another memo warned of the many potentially concerning “libritos, 
novenas, papeles y otras cosas” to be found in the bookstore of Don José 
de Jáuregui —whose holdings, as we have already seen, would be drawn 
upon to provide examination copies of Francisco José de la Vega’s Novena 
al Glorioso Anacoreta Rey y Sacerdote San Onofre a few months later.19  

 
subsequently placed on any Index, however. See AGN Ramo de Inquisición vol. 
743, exp. 3, fols. 444-459 (1709); vol. 746, exp. SN, fol. SN 569 (1713); vol. 1305, 
exp. 14, fols. 38-55 (censure of a Tagalog Novena Sagrada, 1747); vol. 923, exp. 9, 
fols. 87-91 (1751); and vol. 837, exp. 7, fols. 376-380 (1758). 
 
18 AGN Ramo de Inquisición vol. 1100, exp. 27, fols. 399-400. Pando was also 
involved in the censure of Indigenous texts at this time (Sell and Burkhart 10). 
 
19 AGN Ramo de Inquisición vol. 1231, exp. SN, fols. 293-294. The Jáuregui print 
shop was evidently a major source for pious literature at this time (Garone 
Gravier). 
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After the investigation of this latter work had concluded, there were 
still signs that novenas were of concern to the inquisitors —but also that 
they continued to circulate in large numbers. In 1779, two hundred 
“novenas de varios santos” were held up at customs, according to a petition 
for their release. And, as noted above, even de la Vega’s novena for San 
Onofre was back in print by 1795 —thanks to the patronage of the Heirs of 
José de Jáuregui.20 New warnings and denunciations of novenas continued 
to flow, too, though none resulted in formal edicts of condemnation. In 
1780, a notice was issued concerning novenas for Saint Gertrude and the 
Sacred Heart of Jesus, both of which had previously been prohibited but 
were clearly still available in Mexico; the banned Novena de la gloriosa Santa 
Gertrudis was still being confiscated in 1791.21 In 1781, the inquisitorial 
comisario for Oaxaca, José Rodríguez Pérez, was inquiring about the 
permissibility of reading certain novenas “que esten impresas sin todas las 
circunstancias que previene el expurgatorio.”22 Further investigations of 
novenas, subsequent to the publication of the 1790 Index, were also logged 
in 1795, 1798, and 1799.23 Scrutiny would continue into the early nineteenth 
century as well, with new Mexican edicts condemning novenas issued in 
1809 and 1817.24 This in no way intended as an exhaustive list; I wish 

 
20 AGN Ramo de Inquisición vol. 1159, exp. SN, fol. SN 163. 
 
21 AGN Ramo de Inquisición vol. 1193, exp. 3, fols. 5-11; AGN Ramo de 
Inquisición vol. 1315, exp. 11, fols. 308-15. The fact that the Jáureguis’ print shop 
continued to produce de la Vega’s work, in spite of previous confiscations and 
censorship, shows very well just how insignificant the case against his novena 
actually was.   
 
22 AGN Ramo de Inquisición vol. 1199, exp. 8, fols. 32-43. 
 
23 AGN Ramo de Inquisición vol. 1368, exp. SN, fol. SN 197 and vol. 1385, exp. 
15, fols. 1-19 (1795); AGN Ramo de Inquisición vol. 1239, exp. 4, fols. 405-420 
(1798, another case involving a Tagalog-language novena intended for the 
Philippines); and AGN Ramo de Inquisición vol. 1332, exp. 13, fols. 78-80, 
respectively.  
 
24 Both of these lengthy edicts were for the most part concerned with 
“Enlightened” literature; nevertheless the 1809 prohibition includes censure of 
three novenas, including what was evidently a stubbornly popular novena of Saint 
Gertrude, and two others dedicated to Saint Francis. Yet another novena of Saint 
Gertrude was only subjected to the expurgation of three stanzas in this same edict 
(University of Notre Dame, Inquisition Collection #401). The 1817 edict bans one 
novena and expurgates a single stanza in another. An exemplar of this document is 
available online from the University of Pennsylvania’s Keil collection. Thanks to 
Sara Weber and Erika Hosselkus at Notre Dame, and John Pollack at Penn, for 
assisting me with access to these edicts.   
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merely to demonstrate that inquisitorial vetting of novena literature 
remained at least a “back-burner” issue for nearly half a century after it first 
emerged as an issue in the 1770s. 

Novena literature continued to be detained in customs as well; in 1803 
Don José Francisco de Verasetgui requested the release of his “libros y 
novenas que le han detenido en la real aduana.”25 Don José de Terradas was 
forced to make a similar demand in 1807, as was Don Manuel Maliano in 
1810.26 And in some cases, novenas were indeed condemned to the flames 
of an inquisitorial bonfire. Thus, again in 1810, the inquisitorial comisario 
for Guadalajara was ordered to burn a multitude of “libritos, novenas y 
jornadas” that he had managed to confiscate.27  

Nevertheless, inquisitorial zeal in the matter of novena censorship must 
not be exaggerated. These sporadic instances of denunciation, 
condemnation, confiscation, and even destruction were by no means 
sufficient to halt popular access to novenas and other pious works of 
devotion, and it is unlikely that they were ever meant to. On the contrary, 
the vast majority of novenas continued to circulate unmolested. New 
novenas were regularly composed, too, some with full approval of the 
Mexican inquisitors. A novena dedicated to the miraculous Crucifix of Tila, 
in Chiapas, was published in 1771 by Nicolás de Paz; Fray Antonio Tomás 
de Tejeda presented inquisitors with the manuscript for a new novena on 
the same phenomenon in 1803; and others would follow with no indication 
of inquisitorial censorship.28 A novena for Nuestra Señora del Buen Suceso 
was similarly approved by the Mexican Inquisition in 1807.29 And as we 
have seen, even previously expurgated novenas such as Zapata’s could be 
reprinted without comment or question, and indeed with the promise of 
indulgences, by the middle of the nineteenth century.  

What, then, are we to make of all this? Much of the evidence for 
inquisitorial attitudes toward popular piety in the eighteenth century 
remains scattered and inconclusive. On the one hand, Index entries could 
be broad and vague enough to permit wholesale confiscations of all sorts of 
devotional texts and artifacts. And indeed, confiscations were carried out 

 
25 AGN Ramo de Inquisición vol. 1419, exp. SN, fol. SN 306. 
 
26 AGN Ramo de Inquisición vol. 1436, exp. SN, fol. SN 305 (1807); AGN Ramo 
de Inquisición vol. 1447, exp. SN, fol. SN 174 (1810). The latter case involved 35 
“ejemplares de una novena a la Sm. Trinidad.” 
 
27 AGN Ramo de Inquisición vol. 1447, exp. 11, fols. 206-208. 
 
28 AGN Ramo de Inquisición vol. 1418, exp. 7, fols. 95-101; further on the Cristo 
de Tila, see Navarrete Cáceres.   
 
29 AGN Ramo de Inquisición vol. 1435, exp. SN, fol. SN 253. 
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from time to time, even when it came to items as seemingly trivial as a set 
of imported handkerchiefs. Yet such interventions seem to have been the 
exception rather than the rule; inquisitors simply did not have the resources, 
the will, or the energy to chase down every suspect image, page, and 
decorative tea-towel in every household of their jurisdiction. Instead, they 
tended to wait for occasional denunciations and accidental discoveries. 
However, once they had embarked upon an investigation of potentially 
illicit religious messaging, their attention to detail might know no bounds. 
Put less charitably, it could sometimes border on the utterly pedantic, if not 
perverse. 

“Pedantic” and/or “perverse” are surely appropriate adjectives for an 
inquisitorial process in which a pious devotional text such as the Novena al 
Glorioso Anacoreta Rey y Sacerdote San Onofre, written by an established 
religious author such as Francisco José de la Vega y Mendoza, could be 
subjected to four years of scrutiny, permanently placed on the Index of 
Prohibited Books, and essentially erased from public memory —all because 
of a single word, in a single edition, that in all likelihood resulted from a 
printer’s error. The fact that this error had actually been corrected in a new 
printing before any denunciation could even reach the inquisitors’ ears 
makes the case all the more absurd. Yet it did happen, and as it turns out 
this was hardly an unusual situation. More than half of the novenas flagged 
for censorship in the Index of 1790 received similar treatment, as did other 
novenas expurgated in edicts of the early nineteenth century. 

This may point to the silliness, or at least the excessive zeal, of some 
inquisitors in the Bourbon era. But their caution, however misplaced from a 
modern viewpoint, stemmed from real concerns. The fact that novenas 
ended up on the Index even with only minimal errors shows that inquisitors 
took them seriously, and that they recognized the potential power of these 
seemingly minor writings. This was all the more true in the later decades of 
the eighteenth century, when inquisitors faced increased criticism from all 
sides: from intensely religious and conservative elements in the local 
population, who resented secularizing reforms that had removed many 
beloved Jesuit and Franciscan pastors from their posts; from an 
“Enlightened” monarchy and elite classes who were growing intolerant with 
excessive displays of pious exuberance; and from members of the clergy 
itself, bitterly divided by theological issues such as Jansenism. I do not have 
the necessary evidence to demonstrate that any of these concerns 
necessarily contributed to the treatment of a particular novena, or other 
devotional work, in this period. But I do find it telling that something of a 
regular, if still muted, campaign to closely monitor such writings was clearly 
under way by the 1770s, just a few short years after the 1767 Jesuit 
expulsion and at a time when many Franciscan and other mendicant friars 
were being removed from their posts. The fact that one of our (lightly) 
expurgated Mexican novenas was authored by an honored Franciscan, and 
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the other by an equally honored scholar with Jesuit connections, proves 
nothing —but remains suggestive nonetheless.  

Whatever the inquisitors’ motivations for banning some devotional 
works, and subjecting others to obsessive degrees of copy-editing, while 
completely ignoring the vast majority, there is at least one positive outcome 
to be derived from their efforts. By placing these titles on the Index, the 
inquisitorial censors recorded the existence and hinted at the significance of 
written texts that have in many cases otherwise been all but lost to the 
historical record. In part because of their inherently workaday, ephemeral 
nature, these little booklets were unlikely to find their way into library 
catalogues or even to be preserved and passed down within families for 
more than a generation or two. And when they faced inquisitorial 
disapproval, let alone outright confiscation and destruction, their chances of 
survival were further diminished. In the case of Zapata’s novenario, it may 
be that only a handful of rare nineteenth century reprints remain; for de la 
Vega practically the sole survivor (as far as I know) is an equally rare 1774 
reprint in Philadelphia. Scattered copies of other banned or expurgated 
novenas (such as that of Santa Gertrudis) can also be found in random 
collections around the world, but only if one knows, and cares, to look for 
them. The fact that inquisitors took the time and effort to scrutinize and 
catalogue these books makes them part of a larger history of censorship and 
religious conflict, beyond their existence as testaments to the simple piety of 
their authors and readers. And it preserved their memory for those of us 
who wish to study that history.  

In the end, the presence of these novenas and other pious artifacts on 
the Index of Prohibited Books, and later edicts, does not necessarily mean 
that they were heretical —or even considered to be so by those who 
censored them. Nor does it mean that the inquisitors were wrong. They 
were right about one thing: these devotional expressions of popular religion 
were powerful, complex, and enduring. They may not attract the attention 
of modern scholarship, or the outrage of the general public, in the same 
way that censorship of great literary works, or the suppression of 
Indigenous cultural legacies (rightly) does. But they remain nevertheless 
central to some important and too-often overlooked aspects of Mexican 
religious history. It is to be hoped that the remaining traces which have 
been left to us for the recovery of that history, often thanks to the 
bureaucratic diligence of inquisitors, can be further explored and further 
clarified in the future.    
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APPENDIX 
Novena literature prohibited by the Spanish Inquisition (to 1790) 

 
Edict date Publication date  Dedication         Place of publication 
 
[1747] unknown               Sta. María de los Dolores        unknown 
[1747]        1739                   Sta. María de los Dolores     Murcia 
1750          1736                   San Juan Nepomuceno    Madrid 
1773          unknown               San Miguel    Córdoba 
1773b unknown ánimas del Purgatorio     unknown 
1776 1764  San Miguel     Mexico, Puebla 
1779 1765  San Onofre     Mexico 
1779b unknown corazón de Jesús     Barcelona 
1781 1755  Ntra. Sra. del Pino     Sta. Cruz de Tenerife 
1782 1761  Sta. Gertrudis     Madrid 
1785 1768  Ntra. Sra. de la seo de Játiva      Valencia 
1787 1769  Christo N. S. crucificado           Valencia 
1787b unknown San Miguel     Almería 
1789  1776  Sta. María del Monte Carmelo   Santiago 
[1790] unknown Sta. Ana     Sevilla 
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